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Confidentiality & Duplication
The contents of this document must be treated confidentially. It is prohibited
to distribute or copy this document or parts of this document in any form
(photography, photocopy, recording or any other distribution method)
without the approval of NDW in written form.

Disclaimer
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The information in this document is related to designed products and services
developed and owned by NDW. However, no intellectual property, licensing
or patent rights are granted with this document. If in the general terms and
conditions has been described that such intellectual property, licensing or
patent rights have been granted, this will overrule the disclaimer statement
above. Furthermore, all other disclaimers can be found in the general
terms and conditions. NDW reserves the right to change the document,
specifications and product descriptions at any time without further notice.
However, NDW is not committed to change or update the information in this
document. NDW has used all possible efforts to ensure the information in this
manual is precise and correct. However, NDW cannot be held responsible for
any errors, missing information or damages, direct and/or indirect, resulting
from procedures or information related to this document.
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Dangers

This manual contains important product information of the NDW BP120
controller. It provides the intended use, integral safety measures and guides
for servicing, transport and storing conditions. Also, technical support for
installation, maintenance and troubleshooting is provided.

While working with the BP120 controller, certain dangers may occur. This list
provides the general dangers that may happen and instructs on how to avoid
accidents:

This guide is part of the product. Therefore, the product cannot be used
without consulting the guide prior to installation or use.

General Safety Measures
The BP120 controller has been designed and configured in order to meet
safety standards when in operation. However, risks may still occur. Therefore,
it is important to study and follow the manual prior to usage.
• For optimal and safe use of the system it is required to study and follow
the manual.
• Keep this manual in a safe and visual location near the system.
• The supplier cannot be held responsible for faults and defects that would
have been avoided by following this manual.
• The supplier cannot be held responsible when changes are made and/or
added to the system which has not been described and/or allowed in
the manual.
• Do not use the system when one or more components are damaged or
malfunctioning.
• Questions concerning the manual can be addressed to NDW located in
Waalwijk.

Intended use
The BP120 controller must only be used for industrial applications in an
industrial, dry environment. The controller must be integrated in automated
conveyor modules or systems with NDW motorized E-rollers installed. Any
other use is prohibited. If external tools and machinery are integrated, it is
required to validate the safety before using the system.
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Qualified persons
Only qualified personnel are allowed to work with- or integrate the BP120
controller. Qualified personnel are expected to understand this manual
and have knowledge on national safety regulations regarding industrial
appliances. While working with the BP120 controller, the following points
should be taken into account by the qualified personnel:
• Relevant diagrams and user manuals of the BP120 controller.
• Regulations and requirements that are specific for this product.
• Safety and warning instructions as provided by this document.
• National and/or local safety regulations.

• Maintenance and repair may only be executed by authorized and qualified
personnel according to the appropriate national safety regulations.
Otherwise serious bodily injury may arise.
• Before initiating or using the BP120 controller, make sure all unauthorized
personnel has cleared the working area of the conveyor.
• Make sure the BP120 controller is only operated with control voltages
compliant with a SELV environment.
• The power must always be switched off when maintenance or installation
work is performed on the BP120 controller. Ensure the power cannot
accidentally be switched on.
• Check for visible damage regularly. Also make sure mounts and screws have
correct tension.
• If you notice any faulty behaviour of the controller or the system,
immediately cut the power and make sure it cannot accidentally be
switched on. Contact qualified personnel in order to perform
troubleshooting.
• Make sure no unnecessary tools or equipment is near the system when in
operation. Tools or screws falling on the conveyor may cause serious
damage to the system.
• When installing or troubleshooting the conveyor system, be aware that
sensors or other signals may be triggered unintentionally, leading to
hazardous situations. Be sure to always turn the power off in an event of
installation or maintenance/troubleshooting.
• Aside from the orange caps, which protect the connected cables, never try
to open a BP120 controller.
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INTRODUCTION

Key functions

Product description

Zero pressure accumulation
The BP120 controllers can provide fully autonomous Zero Pressure
Accumulation (ZPA) applications. This allows for transportation of goods
without them coming into contact with each other. The conveyor system is
divided in segments, with each segment having a sensor, a motorized E-roller
and several slave rollers. Since the controllers are directly communicating with
each other they know which segments have packages, which segments are
loading packages and which are dispatching packages.

The BP120 controller is designed to drive two NDW motorized E-rollers. The
BP120 has two integrated sensor connections and is suitable for a large range
of intralogistics applications.
BP120 controllers can work together to create a system that is able to
work completely independent. With point-to-point communication and the
integrated logic of the controller the need for an external control computer or
PLC has disappeared. Furthermore, by adjusting the control parameters the
system becomes very flexible to use.

Sensor detects
free section

Sensor detects
free section
Sensor

230V

The Thesensor
detects that the last section is free and starts loading the package
sensor detects that the last section is free and starts
loading the package from the previous section
from the previous section.
Sensor

Sensor

Sensor

The BP120 controller has a user-friendly interface, which makes it easy to
change the settings on the controller. This user interface (UI) consists of
an LCD display combined with straightforward buttons. As a result, no DIP
switches are required on this controller. In this user manual all the different
settings are explained.

Plug and Play

Sensor

Sensor detects
free section

Sensor detects
free section

COM
230V

Sensor

User friendly interface

Sensor

COM

No external power supply needed
Thanks to its integrated transformer the BP120 controller can immediately be
connected to mains (110-230V) and is therefore the ultimate plug and play
solution.

Sensor

Sensor

Sensor

Sensor

The sensor detects that the last section is free and starts
loading the package from the previous section

Sensor

COM
230V

Now the
the second-last
section becomes free, andsection
the system
Now
second-last
becomes free,
Sensorand the system start loading the
Sensor
Sensor
start loading the package on the section prior to it
package on the section
prior to it.
COM

Sensor

230V

The sensor detects that the last section is free and starts
loading the package from the previous section

Sensor

Sensor detects
free section

Sensor detects
free section

Sensor

Sensor

Sensor

COM
230V

Sensor

ThisThiscontinious
until
all are
packages on the conveyor
are accumulated to the last
continous until
all packages
on the conveyor
Sensor
Sensor
Sensor
accumulated to the last section
section.
COM
230V

The BP120 controllers have preprogrammed settings for simple installation
and testing. Furtermore, every BP120 controller can communicate with the
controller to its left and right. This makes it possible to expand the system in
an accumulating way and it is possible to integrate more complex tasks. For
example, this enables fully autonomous Zero Pressure Accumulation (ZPA)
modes. On top of that, using the integrated logic of the controllers, everything
can be completely customized. Gathering packages, synchronized modes,
adjusting delays and so much more can be set using the controllers.
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Simple control using I/O
The BP120 controller also offers simple control using the I/O connections.
These can be controlled using an external source (24V PNP or NPN). Settings
such as direction and speed can be easily adjusted using these settings. Within
the Settings-section page 25 you can find how to adjust these settings.

Delay & Time-outs

The sensor detects that the last section is free and starts
The
loading the package from the previous section

controller has multiple delays and time-outs which can be customized
with ease. Such as dispatch-, load- and sensor delays. The customization of
these delays makes it possible to make the system run as smooth as possible.
All these settings and functions are explained in this user manual.

Forward mode
With multiple controllers chained together, it is possible to have all controllers
and corresponding motors behave equally. This is particularly useful for long
and simple conveyor systems. In this setup, it is only required to control a
single BP120 controller, the rest will simply follow its behavior.

Stall protection
When the rotation of the motor is blocked, the controller will initiate a stall
protection to protect the motor. The controller will try to resolve the stalled
motor for a number of times. When the motor remains stalled, the controller
will display an error on the screen and send an I/O error signal.

Overvoltage protection
The BP120 controller is equipped with a protection against induced
overvoltage of the motorized E-roller when it acts as a generator.
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PRODUCT INFORMATION

Operating modes

The delivery of the BP120 motor controller contains the following parts:

BP120 Motor Controller
Control Modes

COM

Manual

ZPA

• BP120 motor controller
(Mounting materials not included.)
• Optional*:
• E-roller extension cable
(order code: 901-CABMOT-L)
• Open end communication cable
(order code: 901-CABCOM-1-L)
• Two-sided communication cable
(order code: 901-CABCOM-2-L)
• Open end 230Vac power cable
(order code: 901-CABP230-1A-L) (for left side)
(order code: 901-CABP230-1B-L) (for right side)
• Two-sided 230Vac power cable
(order code: 901-CABP230-2-L)

I/O

Forward

I/O mode
• Control with external I/O signals
• Control motor Run, Direction and Speed
• Use for more complex integrations

Manual mode
• Control with integrated UI
• Control motor Run, Direction and Speed
• Useful during initial testing
• Use for simple integrations

ZPA mode
• Integrated ZPA logic
• Set delays and timers to optimize control
• Point-to-point communication
• Connect PLC to control first and last segment

*Can be ordered separately.
The “L” stands for required length. Available in different standard lengths.
Custom lengths can be made on request. A full overview of accessories is
shown on page 47.

Forward mode
• Synchronize motor behavior of multiple BP120
• Synchronize settings for quick installation
• Point-to-point communication
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BP120 Motor Controller
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Drawn by
Checked by

A

Remarks

DATE

TvL

17/10/2019

TvL

17/10/2019

Material:

7

6

5

4

A3
A

Surface finish:
Deburr and break all sharp edges

Drawing name:

Tolerances:
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Title:

Weight [kg]:

3

SCALE:1:5

SHEET 3 OF 11

2

1

NDW
Sluisweg 32
5145 PE Waalwijk, NL
www.ndwrollers.com

Input voltage 110-240VAC, 47-63 Hz
Interconnect power max. 10 units
External fusing 10A
4

7

5

6
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Scope of delivery

6

Technical Data
5

4

3

2

1

Rated voltage
Input frequency
Supply current
(max load)
F

70,00

379

Output voltage to E-roller
Power consumption (max load)
Number of motorized E-roller connections
Series connection – Power
Series connection – Communication

6.3 A max allowed (10 units in series at 230V)(1)
24Vdc
120W(2)
2
10 units max at 230V (20 motors)
50 units max

Protection rate

IP54

Ambient temperature
in operation
E

0 °C to +40 °C, non-condensing

Compatible NDW E-rollers

ER-Series: 100, 200, 400 RPM

Speed and direction control

Graphical UI (Stand-alone) or via external I/O (PLC)

Stall protection for E-roller

Zero Pressure Accumulation
Grouping of packages
Adjustable timers and delay to optimize process
Yes

Overvoltage protection for E-roller

Yes

Compatibility

PNP and NPN

Integrated logic (no PLC required)

30

110 - 240Vac (Integrated PSU to 24Vdc)
47 – 63 Hz
0.6 A (1 unit = 2 motors at 230V)

D

Signaling

Graphical UI, Sensors, Status LEDs, Error signal (I/O)

Dimensions

379 x 70 x 30 mm

Max installation height

1000 m

1. Each chain of controllers must be protected with an external circuit breaker (max 16A, type C). A short current
peak of <40ms will occur during startup of the E-roller.

53,1

2. Actual power consumption depends on the application conditions, such as actual load, section length, slope etc

C

4,

00

(4

x)

356,5

Meaning of LEDs
Sensor LED
On
Off
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The sensor is triggered (active)
The sensor is not triggered (inactive)
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Status LED
All units are in mm unless specified otherwise
Off
Red
OrangeA3

Weight [kg]:

According to ISO 2768-mK unless
specified otherwise
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Revision:

B

A

BP120 is operating in IO-mode
No connection to neighbor
Connected to neighbor and Accumulation enabled. Accumulation of neighbor is
disabled.
Connected to neighbor and valid connection with neighbor (Accumulation or
Forward-mode)
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Dimensions

7

Transport
Permissible ambient temperature
Permissible relative humidity

-20 �C to 60 �C
5% to 95%, non-condensing

Each BP120 controller is separately packaged in a cardboard box. The
transport of the BP120 controller must be executed by qualified personnel
only. A risk of injury persists when transporting the product incorrectly. The
instructions below must be followed during transport at all times:
• Not more than four boxes may be stacked on top of each other. This is due
to the risk of tipping over stacked boxes, potentially resulting in a damaged
product.
• Before transportation, make sure that each box is properly fixed.
• Every package should be checked for damage and completeness according
to the “Scope of Delivery” page 9.
• Impacts to the product must be avoided at all times.
• If any damage occurred during transportation, you are advised to take
photos that will serve as evidence. Immediately report the damage to
the transport company and NDW otherwise compensation cannot be
guaranteed.
• Prevent significant temperature fluctuations while transporting the BP120
controller, since this may lead to condensation, causing serious damage to
the product.

Ambient conditions for Storage
Permissible ambient temperature
Permissible relative humidity

-20 �C to 60 �C
5% to 95%, non-condensing
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While storing the BP120 controllers, ensure no more than four boxes are
stacked on top of each other, as this may result to tipping over and possibly
damaging the product. When a controller is taken out of storage, please
inspect for damage prior to usage.

ASSEMBLY
Warning notice concerning assembly
and electrical installation
Not following the safety instructions might lead to hazardous situations and
failure or shortened lifetime of the BP120 controller.

Safety instructions
• Do not drop or otherwise physically mishandle the BP120 controller to avoid
internal damage.
• Before assembly, check each controller visually for damage.
• Only qualified and authorized personnel should perform electrical work.
• Before installing or making any changes to the wiring of the controller,
disable and disconnect the power supply.
• Make sure that the connections and the housing never come in contact with
any hazardous voltages, not even during the malfunction of a controller.
• The motor plug should be handled with care, applying too much tension
or load could potentially damage the cable which could lead to failure of
the E-roller.
• Make sure that there is no interference between any existing electrical
installation and the controller or E-roller.
• Make sure that all cables used are the right dimensions for the application.
• Ensure that current load at the power connector does not exceed 6.3 A.
The user must protect a set of controllers (maximum 10 controllers at
230Vac) with an external fuse (max 16A, type C).
• Be aware of the orientation of the main power connector. The connections
are mirrored for both sides. Faulty connections will cause unrepairable
damage to the device.
• Both the E-roller, the controller and the voltage source should be connected
to a conveyor frame or supporting structure in such a way that they
are properly earthed. Earthing incorrectly could potentially result in the
build-up of static charge, causing both the E-roller and the controller to
malfunction.
• Only use the specified connectors.
• Only when all required cables have been connected and orange covers
assembled the operating voltage can be applied.
• To obtain the IP54 protection rate, all four cable slots for each side should
be filled and the orange caps must be tightly fixated.
• Do not connect and chain the power to any other devices rather than BP120
controllers.
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TRANSPORT AND STORAGE

8

Electrical installation

• Locate a flat surface to mount the BP120 controller.
• Mark the center for the four mounting holes using the BP120 controller as
a template.
• The precise dimensions and distance between holes can be found in the
dimensions page 10.
• Drill four mounting holes at the marked spots. Use drill size 4.5 mm. Mount
7
6
4
3
2
the BP120
controller
using M45 countersunk
bolts and nuts.

Connection of the power
The BP120 must be powered by an external 110-240Vac power source. The
controller has a build in transformer that converts the AC input to 24Vdc
power. The transformer has a maximum power output of 120W and therefore
suitable to drive up to two E-rollers simultaneously.
1

F

The use of standard NDW 230V power cables is recommended. Order code:
901-CABP230-1-L (open-ended) or 901-CABP230-2-L (daisy-chain).

F

E
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Mounting the controller

The “L” stands for required length. Available in different standard lengths.
Custom lengths can be made on request. A full overview of accessories in
shown on page 47.

E

The 230V power cable must be plugged into the green connector on the
BP120 controller.
D

D

C

C

B

B

WARNING: The power connections are mirrored for both sides. Faulty
connections will cause unrepairable damage and will result in hazardous
situations for the users.
The standard NDW 230V power cables are equipped with red coding keys
to ensure the correct polarity of the cable and therefore preventing faulty
installation.
8
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N
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D

LEFT SIDE

RIGHT SIDE

WARNING: Mirrored power connections on both sides!
C

3

Connection of the communication cable

The external fuse must be dimensioned such that it can handle the inrush
current of multiple chained BP120 controllers. As rule of thumb, use a type
C fuse, with 1.5A per controller with a minimum of 6A. In use-cases with a
large number (i.e. <20) of BP120 controllers on a single electrical group, it is
advised to add a start-up delay for different sections of controllers.

The BP120 can operate in stand-alone mode by using the integrated userinterface to control the E-roller. If external control is required or multiple
BP120 controllers are linked (i.e. for ZPA applications), the communication
cable must be connected.
In this section, first external control via I/O is discussed. After that,
communication between multiple controllers will be addressed.

It is possible to daisy-chain the power connections of multiple BP120
controllers. For a 230Vac input, the maximum number of controllers that can
be chained is 10. For a 110Vac input, the maximum number is 5 controllers.
The total current load may not exceed 6.3A for the complete chain
Furthermore, the users must protect a set of controllers with an external fuse.

The cable specifications of the communication connector are listed in the
table below:

WARNING: Exceeding the maximum number of BP120 controllers in a
chain will result in irreversible damage to the controller and will result in
hazardous situations.

Type

Connector

Cable specification

Type
Connector
Communication cable JST-PHR-7

Remarks
• With coding key to

8

Cable specification
7x0.14 mm²

7

6

Remarks
-

5

indicate polarity
230Vac power cable

Phoenix: 1754571

• Use 0.75 mm2 ferrules

3x0.75 mm2

• Total cable diameter

F

<5.5 mm
8

7

6

5

4

3

3

2

14 Communication Connection

1

F

2

F

E
E

E

D

D

1

6

4

3

5

7

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Off / Speed 1
Speed 2 / Speed 3
Direction
Error
Ground
Digital A
Digital B

D

A

LEFT SIDE

C
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C

B

B
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Inrush current

1

B

RIGHT SIDE

4

3

Communication between multiple BP120 controllers

Via the communication cable, the BP120 can be controlled with external I/O
signals. For example, using a PLC or similar device.

To create a conveyor system with multiple BP120 controllers autonomously
working together, each controller must be linked to its neighbour using the
communication cable.

The use of standard NDW Communication cables is required. Order code:
901-CABCOM-1-L.

it is important that the upstream side of one controller is always connected
to the downstream side of the next controller.

The “L” stands for required length. Available in different standard lengths.
Custom lengths can be made on request. A full overview of accessories in
shown on page 47.

The use of standard NDW Communication cables is required. Order code:
901-CABCOM-2-L.
The “L” stands for required length. Available in different standard lengths.
Custom lengths can be made on request. A full overview of accessories in
shown on page 47.

Both connected E-rollers can be individually controlled using external
I/O signals. The communication connection on the left side controls the
left E-roller and the communication connection on the right side controls
the right E-roller. If desired, one can also set the controller such that both
E-rollers perform with the same behaviour with only a single I/O connection.
(See “Forward Motor behaviour” settings)

The two primary situations with multiple BP120 controllers working together
are “Zero Pressure Accumulation (ZPA)” and “Forward mode”. Both situations
can be activated in the UI of the controllers. A more detailed description can
be found in the Settings-section page 25.

Finally, it is also possible to directly read-out the sensor status of the
controller using the I/O communication cable.
ID

Name

Type

1

Off / Speed 1

Input

2

Speed 2 / Speed 3

Input

3

Direction

Input

4

Error

Output

5

Ground

Ground

6

Digital A

Output

(Sensor status)
7

Digital B (Not used)
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I/O Control using the communication cable

Parameters
24Vdc (PNP or NPN)
Inputs: “inactive” ≤ 3V / “active” ≥ 6V (PNP)
“active” ≤ 3V / “inactive” ≥ 6V (NPN)

Outputs: ≤ 10mA
“inactive <2V” / “active” > 22V (PNP)
“active <2V” / “inactive” > 22V* (NPN)
*For NPN: requires pull-up at PLC or IO device.

Outputs: ≤ 10mA
“inactive <2V” / “active” > 22V (PNP)
“active <2V” / “inactive” > 22V* (NPN)
*For NPN: requires pull-up at PLC or IO device.

-

8

ID

Name

Type

1

Off / Speed 1 (Not used)

-

2

Speed 2 / Speed 3 (Not used)

-

3

Direction (Not used)

-

4

Error (Not used)

-

5

Ground

Ground

6

Digital A

RS-485

Communication with neighbor

7

Digital7 B

RS-485
5

Communication
with neighbor
4
3

6

Parameters

2

1

F

F

E

E

D

D

C

C

B

B

All inputs and outputs are galvanically isolated. Therefore, the ground connection (ID5) must
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always be connected when using I/O control.
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Connection of the NDW E-roller

Two sensors can directly be connected to the BP120 controller. Both PNP as
well as NPN sensors can be used. Furthermore, the controller is compatible
with N/C or N/O contacts. The sensor will provide the controller with the
required information to support zero pressure accumulation. The left sensor
connection corresponds to the section with the left motor, the right sensor
connection corresponds to the right motor connection. When controlling the
BP120 with I/O, it is also possible to directly read out the sensor status via the
“Digital A” pin.

The BP120 controller has two E-roller connections. One on each side. The
E-roller can directly be plugged in the BP120. Use the screw connection to
fixate the cable.
If required, the cable of the E-roller can be extended using NDW motor
extension cables. Order code: 901-CABMOT-L. Only use original NDW motor
extension cables since they guaranteed the required ratings.
The “L” stands for required length. Available in different standard lengths.
A full overview of accessories in shown on page 47.

To connect a sensor to the BP120 controllers, a sensor connector must be
used. One can connect any openended sensor cable to this sensor connector.
8

7

6

Order code: 901-CONSEN-3

5

4

3

18

2

The total length7 of the E-roller cable
may need not5 exceed 6 meters.4 Only
6
connect the E-roller when the controller has no power.

F

F

2

1

12 E-Roller Connection
6

1

2

1 Ground
2 Signal
3 24Vdc

3

3

F

13 Sensor Connection

E
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Connection of the sensor cable

E

1

2

5

3

E

1
2
3
4
5
6

24Vdc
Speed feedback
Direction
Ground
Speed control
Run / Stop

4

D

D

LEFT SIDE
Type
8

LEFT SIDE

RIGHT SIDE

Connector
7

Cable specification

6

5

4

Sensor connector

F

Phoenix: 1778845

3x 0.14-0.5 mm 2

RIGHT SIDE

Remarks
24Vdc3 (PNP or NPN)

2

1

Inputs: “inactive” ≤ 3V / “active” ≥ 21V (PNP)

C

D

“active” ≤ 3V / “inactive” ≥ 21V (NPN)
Output signal sensor: ≤ 50 mA

C

Type 7
C cable
E-Roller

8

Connector
M8-6pin screw

6

5

Cable specification
4
6x0.25 mm²

F

Remarks
3
-

2

1

F

E

F

E
E

B

3D file is leading

E

B

B
Revision:

R01
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All units are in mm unless specified otherwise
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QUICK START GUIDE FOR
CONFIGURING THE BP120
Each BP120 controller will be delivered with a default configuration of all
settings (Factory settings). In this section some guidelines will be provided
to ease the configuration of the BP120 controller. At any time, it is possible to
restore the controller to its original factory settings if something goes wrong.

Checks before initial start up
• Make sure that the BP120 controller is mounted correctly and that all the
screws have been tightened.
• Check the area around the controller and the motorized roller to make sure
there are no other components creating dangerous situations.
• Make sure that the wiring is in accordance with the specification and legal
directives.
• Check all protective measurements.
• Check if the motorized roller is properly mounted to prevent damage to the
motor cable due to rotation.
• Check the conveyor system and make sure no personnel stands in hazardous
areas.

0

Mount the BP120 controller and connect all required cables such as power,
communication, sensors and E-rollers as described in previous chapters.

1

First of all, it is important to understand that every setting can be set for
either the left side, the right side or for both sides of the controller. Each time
one changes a setting, the user is asked to change the setting for the LEFT,
RIGHT or BOTH sides. For more info, see “Menu explanation” on page 26.

2

The second step is to configure the type of E-roller connected. It is important
to select the correct roller Diameter and Motor Type. This will make sure
the E-roller turns at the correct speed. For more info, see “Motor type and
Diameter” in the Settings menu on page 29.

3

Once the correct E-roller is configured, the Direction and Speed Setpoints
must be set. If only a single speed is required for the application, it is
recommended to change Speed Setpoint 1 (SPD1) to the required speed. If
multiple speeds are required, one can set multiple Speed Setpoints. For more
information on setting the Motor Run, Speed, and Direction, see the operating
settings on page 28.

Checks before operation
•
•
•
•

Check the BP120 controller for visible damage.
Check all protective measurements.
Make sure there is no blockage of the E-roller.
Check the conveyor system and make sure no personnel stands in hazardous
areas.

WARNING!
Accidental start-up of the E-roller
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Hazardous situation for both personnel and goods. Make sure no
unauthorized persons are near the conveyor before switching on
the power supply.

4

If all steps above are finished, it is important to configure the Mode of each
side of the BP120 controller. Each side can either operate in I/O-mode or
COM-mode. As a rule of thumb, when the controller is connected to an
external IO device (i.e. PLC) with a communication cable, that side of the
controller must be configured as I/O. In all other situations one can leave
the default setting to COM-mode. The latter means, that de controller will
communicate with its neighbouring controllers to use the internal logic of
the controller to enable “Zero Pressure Accumulation (ZPA)” and “Forwardmode” features. For more info, see Mode selection on page 39.
When controlling the BP120 with external IO, your device is now completely setup
and ready to use. For “ZPA”, please continue to step 5 and 6. For “Forward-mode”,
please continue directly to step 7.
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INITIAL STARTUP
AND OPERATION

6

To make sure the connected sensor is correctly functioning, it is important
to set the sensor type to N/C or N/O. In case of an N/C sensor, set Sensor
type to Low. For an N/O sensor, set Sensor type to High. As rule of thumb to
check correct configuration, the sensor LED indicator on the BP120 controller
should turn green as soon as a package is in front of the sensor, independent
of whether one is using an N/C or N/O sensor. For more info, see the sensor
settings on page 39.

SETTINGS
Using the menu-interface
The straightforward user interface (UI) of the BP120 controller makes it easy
to change any setting. The graphical UI makes it possible to let the user know
any of the current settings and what kinds of settings can be adjusted. The
buttons are used to select and change settings of the controller and rollers
through the user interface. Changing the settings can be done on the menu
shown on the user interface. All the different settings and how to change
them will be discussed in the upcoming chapters.

Display
The display will show all
settings and monitors the
conveyor systems. Settings
can be changed through
the menu

When controlling the BP120 with ZPA features, your device is now completely setup
and ready to use.

7

Besides using a chain of BP120 controllers with ZPA features, it is also
possible to configure a chain of BP120 controllers in “Forward-mode”. In
this mode, each controller will behave the same and any operating setting
changed on one the controllers is also changed on the other controllers.
For example, if the left side of the first controller is connected via I/O to a
PLC and the speed is changed, this setting is automatically pushed to all
controllers in the chain and the speed of all these controllers is instantly
changed as well. For more info, see “Forward-mode” settings on page 40.
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When controlling the BP120 with “Forward-mode” features, your device is now
completely setup and ready to use.

Confirm / Select

Off / Spd 1
Spd 2 / Spd 3
Direction
Error
Ground
Digital A
Digital B

L
N
PE

Sensor Input Left
Ground
Signal
24VDC

Status Left

Back

OK

Status Right

Sensor Left

Digital B
Digital A
Ground
Error
Direction
Spd 2 / Spd 3
Off / Spd 1

Sensor Right
BP120 Motor Controller | 120W 110 - 240 VAC
Warning: The device may only be openend when the power has been completely
shut off. This can be done by uplugging the power cable from the power source.

Previous / Decrease

Sensor Input Right
24VDC
Signal
Ground

L
N
PE

Next / Increase
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5

To use the zero pressure accumulation features integrated in the BP120
controller, one must switch the Accumulation setting to ON. Furthermore, the
downstream direction of accumulation must be selected. This can either be
to the Left or to the Right (viewed from the front on the BP120 controller).
To optimize the flow of products a number of delays and timeouts can be
configured. For detailed descriptions, see the settings on page 31.
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Menu explanation

Select desired menu
OK

Sub-menu explanation

Select desired setting
Motor Run:
Direction:
MTR

SPD

Off
CW

ACM

First step in changing a setting is selecting the
menu in which the setting is located. You can
scroll through the different menus using the
arrow buttons and select the desired menu
using the OK button.

SNS

Select desired menu
OK

Select sub menu
Motor Run:
Direction:
MTR

SPD

ACM

Off
CW

There are some menus that contain submenus
with more settings. To open the settings within
these submenus, first open the desired menu in
which you want to change a setting using the
OK button.

SNS

Scroll through menus

Scroll through menus
Select desired setting
OK

Back
Motor Run:
Direction:
MTR

SPD

ACM

Confirm selection

After selecting a menu you can scroll through
the settings located in this menu. You do this
using the arrow buttons and select the setting
you want to change using the OK button. You
can also go back to the menu selection by
pressing the BACK button.

Off
CW

SNS

Select sub menu
OK

Back
Direction:
> Setup
MTR

SPD

After selecting a menu you can scroll through
the settings located in this menu. You do
this by using the arrow buttons and selecting
the setting you want to change using the OK
button. You can also go back to the menu
selection by pressing the BACK button.

CW
ACM

SNS

Scroll through settings

Back

Back

Confirm selection
OK

Motor Run:
Direction:
MTR

SPD

On
ACM

Scroll through settings

Confirm selection

When the setting is selected, you can change
it using the arrow keys and confirm your
selection using the OK button. If you do not
want to change the setting you have selected,
you can press the BACK button to return to the
previous menu.

CW

SNS

Back

Back
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OK

Store setting for
Left

Both

Right

+ Type:
+ Diameter:
MTR

Back

Confirm selection

Back

Select desired setting
OK

Change setting

After changing your setting, you have to press
OK to confirm the changes you made. You
can either choose to apply the setting change
for the LEFT, RIGHT or for BOTH sides of the
controller. At this point you can still decide to
press BACK to cancel the changes you made.

Select desired setting

SPD

200 rpm
50 mm

ACM

SNS

Change setting

When the setting is selected, you can change
it using the arrow keys and confirm your
selection using the OK button. If you do not
want to change the setting you have selected,
you can press the BACK button to return to the
previous menu.

(1) Motor settings (MTR)		
(2) Speed settings (SPD)		
(3) Accumulation settings (ACC)

(4) Sensor settings (SNS)
(5) Mode settings (MOD)
(6) Device settings (DEV)

Motor type and diameter

A detailed description of each menu and corresponding settings is explained
in the following sections.

Motor settings (MTR)
Within the motor settings, the Run state, Direction, Motor Type and Diameter
of the motor can be altered. These settings can be changed in the MTR menu.
These settings are all focused directly on the E-roller and its functionalities.

The Motor Type is determined by the type of E-roller you are using. The
NDW E-roller series offers three different motor types: 100, 200 and 400
RPM. The BP120 controllers are specifically designed for these motorized
rollers. Besides the motor type, the diameter of the E-roller must be set.
This can be done in the same sub-menu. It is important to set the motor
type and diameter correctly to the used E-roller. By changing these settings,
the controller makes sure the E-roller will run at the desired speed and the
correct speed values are shown on the display.

Back

Select desired setting

Motor run

OK

MTR

With the Run setting, the E-roller can be switched On or Off. Using this
setting, the motor can be switched on and off without using an external I/O
signal. For example, this can be very useful for testing the E-roller during
installation. This setting will be unavailable when I/O-mode is selected.
Back

Confirm selection
OK

Motor Run:
Direction:
MTR

SPD

On
ACM

+ Type:
+ Diameter:
SPD

200 rpm
50 50
mmmm

ACM

SNS

Change setting

CW

SNS

Speed Settings (SPD)
Change setting

Direction
The direction setting is used to alter the spin direction of the E-roller, The
motor can spin clockwise or counter clockwise (CW or CCW). In I/O-mode,
one can also select “IO-Driven”. With this setting active, the controller will
follow the direction provided via external IO. “Low” signal means CW, “High”
signal means CCW.
Back
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Confirm selection
OK

Motor Run:
Direction:
MTR

SPD

On

CW
ACM

Within the speed settings, the speed of the rollers can be altered. This is done
by selecting standard ‘set-points’, which are pre-defined speeds. It is possible
to set up to 3 different speed set-points, with the speed given in m/s. These
set-points can be quickly accessed and chosen within this menu. In the
controller these setpoints are called “SPD1”, “SPD2” and “SPD3” respectively.
Customizing the set-points can be done in the same menu as selecting a setpoint. These set-points are also used while controlling the controller in IOmode. For every set-point, any speed value can be selected (with a resolution
of 0.01 m/s). Depending on the diameter and motor type of the E-roller, a
range of speeds can be selected. The selectable speed range for a 50 mm
diameter roller is shown below. For larger roller diameters, the transport
speed will obviously be higher.

SNS

Change setting

Motor type

Selectable speed range (50 mm)

100 RPM

0.05 to 0.26 m/s

200 RPM

0.10 to 0.52 m/s

400 RPM

0.20 to 1.04 m/s
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All the settings within the BP120 controller can be easily changed using the
user interface on the integrated display. The settings are divided in 6 menus:

Accumulation settings (ACC)

The BP120 controller offers simple control using the I/O connections. These can
be controlled using an external I/O device or power source (24V PNP or NPN).
Settings such as Motor run, Direction and Speed can be easily controlled with
this. The pins used for this are the Off/Spd1-, Spd2/Spd3- and the Direction-pin.
Furthermore, an I/O error output can be read out with your I/O device. The I/O
connections are electrically isolated, therefore the Ground-pin must always be
connected to the external I/O controller when controlling the device via I/O.

Within the accumulation settings one can find all the settings regarding
accumulation. These settings include: Accumulation Enabling, Accumulation
Direction, Smooth Function, Load Delays and Dispatch Delays. These settings
are needed to make accumulation possible and to optimize the accumulation
process. On the following pages the functionalities of these settings will be
explained.

Accumulation

NOTE: when using the BP120 controller with an external I/O connection. Make
sure “I/O”-mode is selected in the Mode-menu, see page 39.

The accumulation function defines whether accumulation is enabled or disabled.
This can be done by setting the function to ON or OFF. By enabling the
accumulation function, it is possible to automate the whole conveyor system by
letting the packages move downstream whenever there is an open spot to fill.
The other functions in this menu make it possible to customize and optimize this
process. Two examples of Zero Pressure Accumulation are shown in the following
images.

Direction setting
Direction pin

Direction E-roller

LOW

Clockwise (CW)

HIGH

Counter-clockwise (CCW)

Sensor detects
Sensor detects
free
freesection
section

Speed settings

Example 1

When the direction pin is not connected,
the direction can directly be set in the
controller. Alternatively, to control the
direction with I/O, use the “IO-driven”
setting to control the direction according
to the table on the right.

Sensor

One can turn on the connected E-roller
and adjust its speed through I/O
connection. Three pre-defined speed setpoints can be used. Using the I/O, one can
easily activate one of these setpoints. The
different I/O combinations are shown on
the right. If only a single constant speed
is required, only Off/Spd1 needs to be
connected to switch the E-roller on and
off.
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Sensor

Sensor

Sensor

COM
230V

Sensor

Sensor

Sensor

COM
The sensor detects that the last section is free and starts

Off / Spd 1

Spd 2 / Spd 3

Speed setpoint

LOW

LOW

E-roller off

HIGH

LOW

LOW

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

The
sensor
that the last section is free and starts loading the package
loading the
package fromdetects
the previous section
230V
from the previous section.

The1 sensor detects that the last section is free and starts
loading
the package from the previous section
2

Sensor detects
Sensor detects
free
freesection
section

3

Sensor

Sensor

Sensor

Sensor

COM

Sensor

The default settings of these speed
setpoints depend on the Motor Type and
Diameter of the E-roller. The selectable
speed ranges for the ER50 series are
shown on the right. All speed setpoints
can be altered with a 0.01 m/s stepsize.

Sensor

230V

Sensor

Sensor

Sensor

COM

Motor type

Selectable speed range (50 mm)

100 RPM

0.05 to 0.26 m/s

200 RPM

0.10 to 0.52 m/s

400 RPM

Now the second-last section becomes free, and the system
start loading the package on the section prior to it

Now
230V

the second-last section becomes free and the system start loading the
package on the section prior to it.

The sensor detects
last section is free and starts
0.20 tothat
1.04the
m/s
loading the package from the previous section

Sensor detects
Sensor detects
free
freesection
section

Sensor

Sensor

Sensor

Sensor

COM

Sensor

Sensor

Sensor

COM
230V

The sensor detects that the last section is free and starts
loading the package from the previous section

Sensor

230V

This continous until all packages on the conveyor are
This
continues
accumulated
to the last sectionuntil all packages on the conveyor are accumulated to the last
section.
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Control motor and speed settings using external I/O

Sensor

Sensor

Sensor

The Accumulation Direction setting lets the system know in what direction
the accumulation is going (viewed from the front of the controller). By
communicating this to the whole system it knows from which side it will receive
or which side it as to dispatch the packages. Note that this setting has no relation
to the turning direction of the E-roller.

Sensor

COM
230V

The conveyor line is fully accumulated

The conveyor line is fully accumulated.

Smooth function

Sensor

Sensor

Sensor

The accumulation Smooth Function has two different sub functions, Enabled and
Delay. The Enable function will enable the system to transport multiple packages
at the same time. When disabled, the conveyor belt will transport the packages
one by one. When smoothing is enabled it is also possible to define a small delay
for optimization purposes. In most cases, it is not recommended to enable this
function since it could increase the chances of errors during accumulation. Only
use this setting when transport times are very critical.

Sensor

COM
230V

A package is removed from the conveyor line, leaving

an empty section
A
package is removed from the conveyor line, leaving an empty section.

Sensor detects
Sensor detects
free
freesection
section

Sensor detects
Sensor detects
free
freesection
section

Sensor

Sensor

Sensor

Sensor

COM
Sensor

Sensor

Sensor

Sensor

230V

COM

Sensor

Sensor

Sensor

Sensor

230V

Sensor

Sensor

COM

Sensor

COM

The sensor detects the free section and starts loading
The
sensor
detects
the package
from the previous
section the free section and starts loading the package from the
previous section.

The sensor detects that the last section is free and starts
The
sensor detects that the last section is free and starts loading the
loading the package from the previous section
230V
package from the
previous section.

230V

The sensor detects that the last section is free and starts
loading the package from the previous section

Endpoint

Sensor

Sensor

Sensor

Sensor

COM
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If the application requires external interaction with autonomously accumulating
controllers, this can be done through the first or last controller in the ZPA chain.
The external interaction takes places via I/O signals. The user can select ZPAFirst, ZPA-Last or No (Default) as endpoint. When external interaction is desired,
set the first controller in the ZPA chain to ZPA-First and the last controller to
ZPA-last. A detailed explanation and use-case example can be found on page 39.

230V

With smoothing enabled, all packages are dispatched from
With
smoothing
enabled,
their current
section and loaded onto
the next section all packages are dispatched from their current
section and loaded onto the next section.

Sensor

Sensor

Sensor

COM
230V

This smoothens
the zero pressure accumulation
This
smoothens
the zero pressure accumulation.

Sensor
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Example 2

Direction

Load end delay

The NumToCollect function can be set in order to define how many packages
will be collected on each segment of the conveyor belt system. As default,
NumToCollect is set to 1. If this value is set to 2 for a segment, the controller will
wait until it has collected two packages on the segment before it is transported
to the next segment.

In some cases the sensor might not be placed at the end of the segment. This
would normally cause the segment to collect the boxes somewhere in the middle
instead of the end. By using the Load End Delay it is possible to create a delay for
which time the segment should keep running even after a package has been
detected. This makes it possible to collect package at the end, even when the
sensor is not placed at the ideal situation. Make sure the sensor still detects some
part of the package, otherwise the controller thinks the conveyor segment is
empty.

RunIfEmpty
The RunIfEmpty function defines whether the conveyor belt will run or not when
it is empty. This can be set by setting the function function to YES or NO.
By enabling the Run If Empty function the segment will run even though the
system does not detect a package. This function can be very useful for the
first segment in a chain of accumulating controllers. With RunIfEmpty on, the
segment is always ready to receive an incoming package.

Min. value: 0 sec, max. value: 3 sec, stepsize: 50 ms
Sensor detects
Sensor detects
free
section
free section

Sensor

Sensor

Sensor

Sensor

COM
230V

Sensor

Sensor

Sensor

COM

Sensor

In
existing systems it may accur that the positioning of sensors is different.
In existing systems it may occur that the positioning
of sensors is different
For
example, in this case in the middle of the section.

230V

Load delays
The sensor detects that the last section is free and starts

The accumulation load delay
has
sub functions:
Start Delay, End
loadingfunction
the package
fromthree
the previous
section
Delay and Time-out Delay.

Sensor

Sensor

Sensor

Sensor

COM
230V

Load start delay

Without
load-end
delay,
Without load-end delay,
this may cause packages
to this may cause packages to stop before the end of
stop before the end of the section
the section.

The Load Start Delay makes it possible to decrease the distance between the
packages sometimes created while transporting them. By creating a delay before
the segment starts loading the package. This is mostly used in combination with
the NumToCollect function.

Sensor detects
Sensor detects
free
section
free section

Min. value: 0 sec, max. value: 2 sec, stepsize: 50 ms

Sensor

Sensor

Sensor

Sensor

COM
230V

Sensor

Sensor

Sensor

COM
230V

Sensor

The load-end
delay setting will continue
to load the
package onto will continiue to load the package onto the
The
load-end
delay
setting
the section, even after the sensor has detected the package
section, even after the sensor has detected the package.
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The sensor detects that the last section is free and starts
loading the package from the previous section

Sensor

Sensor
Sensor

COM
230V

This will make
suremake
the package sure
stops at the
end of package
the section
This
will
the
stops at the end of the section without
without replacing the sensor
replacing the sensor.

Sensor
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NumToCollect

The accumulation dispatch delay function has two sub-functions: End Delay and
Time-Out Delay.

Dispatch end delay
In some cases the sensor might not be placed at the end of the segment. This
might cause certain segments to think they have dispatched a package even
though it is still on the segment but out of reach of the sensor. By using the
Dispatch End Delay function it is possible to create a delay for which the segment
should keep running after it stops detecting a package.

Sensor detects
Sensor detects
free
freesection
section

Sensor

Sensor detects
Sensor detects
freefreesection
section

Sensor

Sensor

Sensor

Sensor

Sensor

Sensor

COM

230V

Sensor

Sensor

Sensor

COM

230V

Sensor

Sensor
In existing systems it may occur
that the positioning of sensors is different.

Sensor

Sensor

While
in operation
blockages
may occur on the conveyor line, which causes
While in operation
blockages may occur on
the conveyor line, which
causes the loading section to never receive a package
the loading section to never receive a package.

COM

In existing systems it may occur that the positioning
of sensors is different

230V

Sensor detects
Sensor detects
free
freesection
section

The sensor detects that the last section is free and starts
loading the package from the previous section
Sensor

Sensor

Sensor

Sensor

COM
230V
Sensor

Sensor

Sensor

COM

Sensor

Sensor

Sensor

Sensor

COM

230V

230V

The conveyor will automatically resume accumulating after the blockage is
removed.
The conveyor will automatically resume accumulating
after the blockage is removed

Sensor

Without dispatch end delay, the section will stop dispatching when the
Without dispatch end delay, the section will stop dispatching when the sensor
sensor
detects
the
is until
gone.
This will leave the next section loading
detects the package
is gone. This will
leave package
the next section loading
it times out
until it times out.
Sensor detects
Sensor detects
freefreesection
section

The sensor detects that the last section is free and starts
loading the package from the previous section

Sensor detects
Load timeout
free section
delay
Sensor

Sensor

Sensor

Sensor

COM
230V

Sensor
Sensor

Sensor

Sensor

Sensor

COM
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Sensor

Sensor

230V

With dispatch end delay enabled, the dispatching section will continue to
With dispatch end delay
enabled,when
the dispatching
section
will continue
dispatch
even
the
package
already passed the sensor.
to dispatch even when the package already passed the sensor

Sensor

Sensor

COM

Sensor

230V

The section attempts to load the package until the specified load timeout delay. After the load
timeout delay, the section stops loading and sends an error message to the controller.

The sensor
detects
the last section
is free
and starts
The section attempts to load the package
until
thethat
specified
load
timeout
loading the package from the previous section
delay. After the load timeout delay, the section stops loading and sends an
error message to the controller.

Sensor

Sensor

Sensor

Sensor

COM
230V

This ensures that the package is dispacthed and can be loaded by the next
This ensures that the package is dispatched and can be loaded by the
section
without
repositioning the sensors.
next section without
replacing the sensorsx
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To make sure the motors will not keep running the moment a package is blocked,
the Load Time-Out Delay function is used. The specified time-out delay is the
time for which a segment will attempt to load a package. If this package does
not arrive within this time, the controller will stop the motor and send an error to
the controller. Which is visible on the screen of the controller, it will light up and
clearly show an error message. The system will try to resolve the error by retrying
to load a package after a certain time.

Min. value: 0 sec, max. value: 3 sec, stepsize: 50 ms

V

V

Dispatch delays

Min. value: 5 sec, max. value: 30 sec, stepsize: 1 s

M

M

Load time-out delay

Sensor settings (SNS)

To make sure the motors will not keep running the moment a sensor is blocked
the Dispatch Timeout Delay function is used. The specified time-out delay is the
time for which a segment will attempt to dispatch a package. If this package
appears to have not dispatched within this time the controller will stop the motor
and send an error signal to the controller. Which is visible on the screen of the
controller, it will light up and clearly show an error message. After this time-out
the system will retry to dispatch the package every 10 seconds, to see if the error
has been fixed.

The sensor settings define the activity of the sensor, the polarity and the delay.
These settings are needed to make accumulation possible, but only address the
sensor itself.

Min. value: 5 sec, max. value: 30 sec, stepsize: 1 s
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Dispatch time-out delay

Active
The activity of the sensor defines whether it is High or Low active, this depends
on the sensor used. In case of an N/C sensor, set sensor type to Low. For an N/O
sensor, set sensor type to High. As rule of thumb to check correct configuration,
the sensor LED indicator on the BP120 controller should turn green as soon as a
package is in front on the sensor, independently whether one is using an N/C or
N/O sensor.

Hold
The sensor Hold option changes the sensitivity to small gaps between packages.
It determines how long the sensor should not register a package before it decides
there is no package. Sometimes packages have stickers on them which disrupts
the sensor or the system is collecting multiple packages. This option helps
limiting the errors caused by this or the splitting of collected packages.

MODE settings (MOD)
In the Mode settings menu, one can select the type of external interface that is
used. The user can either select I/O-mode or COM-mode. This function defines
the type of interface. As a rule of thumb, when the controller is connected to an
external I/O device such as a PLC, one must select the I/O-mode. In this situation
the 7 interface pins are defined such that they will listen to 24Vdc (PNP or NPN)
input signals. With I/O-mode selected, one can trigger the Off/Spd1, Spd2/Spd3
and Direction pin. Furthermore, the user can extract the Error and Sensor signal
from the controller.
In all other situations, the COM-mode must be selected. This is also the default
configuration of the controller. With COM-mode activated, the linked controllers
will communicate over an RS-485 based protocol. For example, this is used for
“ZPA” and “Forward-mode” applications.

Back
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Confirm selection
OK

Mode:
COM
> Forward changes
SPD

ACM

SNS

OK
MOD

Change setting

Back

Confirm selection
Mode:
IO
> Forward changes
SPD

ACM

SNS

MOD

Change setting

The contrast setting will change the contrast of the device’s screen.

When multiple BP120 controllers are chained together with communications
cables and are running in COM-mode, it is possible to activate two types of
forward settings: Forward Motor Behaviour (also known as Forward-mode) and
“Forward Configuration”.

Screensaver
The screensaver time of the device will change after how many seconds the
device will show the menu screen after not being used or being idle, before going
to the default speed display and disabling the backlight.

Forward motor behavior
When Forward Motor Behavior is on for a chain of controllers, the controller
will push its motor behavior settings to all connected controllers. This includes
Motor Run, Direction and Speed. With this setting active, all controllers will
behave the same and any operating setting changed on one the controllers is
also changed on the other controllers. This is particularly useful in applications
that include long and simple conveyor systems. For example, if the left side of
the first controller is in I/O-mode connected to a PLC and the speed is changed,
this setting is automatically pushed to all controllers in the chain and the speed
of all these controllers is instantly changed as well. This reduces the amount of
required cabling and I/O connections to PLC-like devices.

Forward motor Configuration
With Forward Motor Configuration on, any change in the settings made on that
controller will be pushed to all connected controllers (given that they are all in
COM-mode). The UI will ask for confirmation when a setting is changed before
it applies the setting to all controllers. This can be very useful when installing
and setting up large conveyors systems since all controllers can be configured
simultaneously, saving a lot of time and reducing the chance of configuration
mistakes. Once configuration for all controllers is finished, it is recommended to
turn off this setting again.

Device settings (DEV)
The device settings are there to set and check multiple settings regarding the
controller itself, especially its screen and versioning. Settings such as brightness,
contrast and screensaver. However, most of the settings within this menu cannot
be changed but contain information about the controller hardware and software.

PNP/NPN
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The controller can operate in PNP or NPN mode. This is related to the type of IO
inputs and outputs of the device controlling the BP120.

Brightness
The brightness setting will change the brightness of the device’s screen.

Lock / Unlock device
While in operation you can lock the controllers to make sure nonauthorized
personal is not able to change any of the settings. You can do this by holding the
back button for 3 seconds. To unlock the controller again hold both the back and
the OK button for 3 seconds.

Lock:

Unlock:
Hold 3 seconds

OK

MOTOR INFO

Left

0.50 m/s

Right

0.50 m/s

Hold 3 seconds

Hold 3 seconds
OK

MOTOR INFO

Left

0.50 m/s

Right

0.50 m/s

Hardware info
The device hardware will show information regarding which hardware is in use,
which controller and what versions it is. This is not a setting that is able to be
changed, only to be viewed.

Software info
The device software will show information about which software is in use, this
can differ per revision. This is not a setting that is able to be changed, only to be
viewed.

Factory reset
The factory reset will reset every setting of the device back to the initial settings
that were set on the device when leaving the factory.
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Contrast

Forward settings

Setup of ZPA system

In many applications it is desirable to interact with the autonomously
accumulating BP120 controllers. For example, if one would like to transport a
product to the first segment of the ZPA chain, you must be able to communicate
to this segment to start loading a product. Whereas, for the last segment in the
ZPA chain, you would like to control when this segment dispatches a product
downstream.

As mentioned before, in many applications it is required to have control over
the first and last segment. In the figure below, an example of a typical ZPA
application is shown, with an external machine/system at the beginning and
end of the chain. If the settings are correctly configured as stated before, one
can activate the first and last segment and read their status (free or occupied
with package) via I/O to a PLC or similar device. In order to control the first and
last segment, the function of the I/O pins is different from normal operation. An
overview of these I/O pins is shown in the table below.

Configuration of settings in BP120
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Interaction with ZPA system

It is possible to interact and communicate with the first and last segment of the
ZPA chain via external I/O. To communicate via I/O with the first and/or last
segment, two settings in the UI must be set:

(2) Endpoint setting must be set to ZPA-first for the first segment and ZPA-last
for the last segment. This can be done in the accumulation menu (ACC).
(Again, make sure only one side of the BP120 controller is set to ZPA-first or ZPAlast. The other side is just a default segment in the ZPA chain with the endpoint
setting to “NO”.

ZPA - first

Machine A

ZPA - last

Machine B

(1) the first and/or last segment must be set to I/O-mode. (Make sure only
one side of the BP120 controller is set to I/O-mode since the other side of the
controller is still communicating with the rest of the ZPA chain in COM-mode).

COM

Load first
Sensor status first
Dispatch last
Sensor status last
Error

COM

I/O

Control your ZPA system using the I/O. You can
monitor and control the first and last ZPA
segments.

If above settings are set, you are ready to interact with the ZPA system. In the
upcoming sections, the different types of I/O interactions with the system are
explained.

Emergency stop of ZPA system
It is possible to stop the autonomously working ZPA system in case of an
emergency without cutting the complete power of the system.
In order to achieve a System Stop, the first or last segment of the chain must be
connected to an I/O device as described above. As shown in the I/O table on the
next page, when input ID3 - System Stop is activated on the I/O device, all the
controllers in the ZPA chain will come to an immediate stop. As soon as System
Stop is deactived, the system will finish its task and continu operating.

ID

Name

Type

Parameters

1

Load first segment (Off/Spd1)

Input

When Active, the first segment starts running

2

Dispatch last segment (Spd2/Spd3)

Input

When Active, the first segment starts running

3

System stop (Direction)

Input

When Active, all controllers in the ZPA-chain stop

4

Error (Error)

Output

When Active, one of the controllers is in error

5

Ground (Ground)

Ground

6

Status first segment (Digital A)

Output

When Active, the first segment is occupied

7

Status last segment (Digital B)

Output

When Active, the first segment is occupied
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Note: Electronic values of inputs and outputs are equal to the default I/O
configurations as shown on page 18.

Beware of the risk of injuries while cleaning or performing maintenance on
the BP120 controller. Only authorized and qualified personnel is allowed to
perform these kinds of tasks. Make sure that the power is switched off and
cannot be accidentally switched on again during cleaning or maintenance.
Also make sure to indicate cleaning or maintenance work is in progress onsite to inform co-workers.

Cleaning
In order to avoid potential damage, the BP120 controller should be
periodically cleaned with a vacuum cleaner or dry cloth. Wet cleaning
methods are not allowed. This could cause unrepairable damage to the
controller.

Maintenance
The BP120 controller itself does not require maintenance. It is however
advised to periodically check whether screws, mounts and cables are still
correctly and tightly positioned. Also check whether cables are still correctly
connected to the product’s connectors and if cables have not suffered any
visible damage.
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In case a BP120 controller is damaged and does not function properly it
has to be replaced. Consult the “Removal” section and “Disposal” section
(page 45) to properly discard the broken product, and the “Assembly”
section (page 13) for re-installing a new BP120 controller. Never try to open a
controller.

REMOVAL AND DISPOSAL
Removal
Beware of the risk of injuries while removing the BP120 controller from the
conveyor system. Only authorized and qualified personnel is allowed to
perform these kinds of tasks. Make sure that the power is switched off and
cannot be accidentally switched on again during removal. When removing the
controller from the conveyor system, make sure the following tasks are being
executed in this specific order:
• Cut all power from the system or, if applicable, the specific segment.
• If necessary, label the cables in order to ensure they are put back in the
right place.
• Disconnect all the cables from the BP120 controller.
• Remove the mounting screws that secure the controller to the
conveyor system.
• Gently remove the controller. Make sure not to drop or bump the controller,
this might result in irreversible damage.
• Make sure any loose cables are off the floor and cannot be damaged
by accident.

Disposal
The disposal of the BP120 controller must be compliant to industry-specific
national or local provisions. The responsibility for right disposal of the BP120
controller and the accompanying packaging and accessories lies completely
with the industrial operator which should consider the proper regulations
surrounding disposal of electronic devices.
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CLEANING AND MAINTENANCE

Problem

Possible cause

Solution

BP120 controller is not

• No or incorrect power supply.

• Ensure the specified voltages are correct for

working (graphical UI

the current setup.

remains black)

• Ensure the connections from the
power supply to the BP120 controller

ACCESSOIRIES

Cable accessories
230V Power connector
230V power connector (phoenix: 1754571) with coding key, order code: 901CONP230-3

are correctly inserted, and if necessary,
correct them.
• Controller defect

• Replace controller

• Motor not properly connected.

• Check motor cable.

• Motor run is turned off in the

• Change settings or I/O input signals.

settings.
• Motor is stalled/blocked.

• Check UI and remove blockage.
• Replace motor.

• Motor is broken
Motor speed does not
correspond to actual

• Motor type or diameter is set
incorrectly

• Change motor type and diameter to the
correct setting

speed
Accumulation not

• Controllers not communicating

working

• Accumulation settings are
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incorrect

230V power cable:
1500mm, two-sided connector, order code: 901-CABP230-2-1500
3000mm, two-sided connector, order code: 901-CABP230-2-3000
5000mm, one-sided connector, order code: 901-CABP230-1A-5000 (for left side)
5000mm, one-sided connector, order code: 901-CABP230-1B-5000 (for right side)

• Check communication cables and status
LEDs
• Check accumulation (ACC) settings

Sensor input working

• Sensor cable not connected

• Check sensor cable and connections

incorrectly

• Sensor settings are incorrect

• Check sensor (SNS) settings

• Sensor broken

• Replace sensor

Communication cable:
1500mm, two-sided connector, order code: 901-CABCOM-2-1500
3000mm, two-sided connector, order code: 901-CABCOM-2-3000
5000mm, one-sided connector, order code: 901-CABCOM-1-5000
E-roller extension cable
1500mm, two-sided connector, male/female, order code: 901-CABMOT-1500
3000mm, two-sided connector, male/female, order code: 901-CABMOT-3000
Custom lengths on request. L stands for required cable length.
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TROUBLESHOOTING

EU Declaration of conformity
					(Translation of original)
The manufacturer:
NDW B.V.
Sluisweg 32,
5154 PE Waalwijk
The Netherlands
T: +31 (0) 416 67 44 44
W: www.ndwrollers.com
Hereby declares that the following product:
• NDW BP120 motor controller
is in conformity with the following standards and/or other normative documents:
2014/30/EU 		

- 		

EMC Directive

Furthermore, whenever relevant, the following harmonized standards are used
EN 61010-1:2010		

- 		

Safety requirements for control equipment

EN 61800-3:2018

- 		

Adjustable speed electrical power drive systems

						- EMC requirements
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Eindhoven, 29-10-2019

Ir. T.S. van Loon 				

Ir. M.P Karapun

Head of operations 				

Managing Director

NOTES
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DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY
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